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AGENDA 

 SFAMASS – Susan/ Mae 

I would like to discuss bringing back the SFAMASS form that we lost when the 
SFAMREG came in. If there is enough support, I would like to do it before the F2F- 
Susan Culley 

Inquiries from staff and acad dept admins to see if at all possible to have SFAMASS 
return in Banner (helps with cancelling student out of classes easily, previous reg status 
codes can be easily retrieved for academic depts.) 

o SFAMASS was replaced with SFAMREG  
 

o There was an incident that a class was cancelled and the dept wanted to 
reinstate/reregister students back into the class- SFAMASS quickly retrieved 
previously ‘CC’ students; SFAMREG does not have this capability (Susan) 
 

o Academic depts. utilized SFAMASS in the past to contact students who have 
dropped (with DC and DW registration status codes prior to being cancelled ‘CC’ 
in the system) to notify other options or sections available to register. 
 

o SFAMASS- had great features to retrieve previous students registered with other 
registration status codes (maintain a list before a class is cancelled) 
 

o Patty suggests asking Jane if it is feasible to make some local modifications to 
the current SFAMREG (SFA2REG?) form with the preferable features from 
SFAMASS. What did we like about SFAMASS that we would like include into 
SFA2REG? It is best to not make changes to the baseline. 

 
**Just contacted Jane: Per phone conversation, her reply is that it might be 
possible to do a local mod; further research is needed. I would need to follow-up 
with an email to her. 
 

 SFARSTS ‘WW’ Registration Status Code- Mae- Has anyone run into any issues with 
having to remove withdrawals for when the intention was to drop? What about if the 
student was on waitlisted status and intended to drop not withdraw? (Mae)  

o None at UAA and UAF does not use the code. UAA does not use have a waitlist. 
UAA uses it only for  full term courses up until 11/18 and UAS the same until 
11/25 (the end of the withdrawal period) 

o There are known issues with codes with the upcoming waitlisting  
o If student accidently did not intended to withdraw at that time- student 

immediately notifies Registrar’s office  
 



 Other items?  
o Susan wanted to confirm if it is true that we cannot have Reg and Web Grading 

turned on at the same time?  For UAF’s midterm grading. Not a true statement 
that we know of. The reason may be due to UAF’s advisor’s signature required 
during that time period when Mid-term grading is turned on- web registration is 
shut off. 

 
REMINDERS: 
 
LRGP Refresh- Sept 26th & Sept 27th (email from Jane Vohden 9/16 to BST Listserv)  

Please make sure you test and approve any pending TRs or else programmers would 
have to reapply modification in the database 

 
Need UAF’s approval for SFRSCHD (Student Schedule Printout) – email from Mae 9/20 
Susan will test as soon as possible 
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